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Woody Allen loves Ingmar Bergman 
Peter Cochran 

 

         
 
Somewhere near the start of Annie Hall, Diane Keaton turns up late for a date at the cinema 
with Woody Allen, and they miss the credits. He says that, being anal, he has to see a film 
right through from the very start to the final finish, so it’s no go for that movie – why don’t 
they go see The Sorrow and the Pity down the road? She objects that the credits would be in 
Swedish and therefore incomprehensible, but he remains obdurate, so off they go, even 
though The Sorrow and the Pity is, at over four hours, twice the length of the film they would 
have seen. 
 

 
 
 The film they would have seen is Ingmar Bergman’s Face to Face, with Liv Ullmann as 
the mentally-disturbed psychiatrist – you see the poster behind them as they argue. The whole 
scene is a gesture. Your attention is being drawn to an influence even while that influence is 
being denied: for, though I don’t believe Bergman has seen too much Allen, Allen has 
watched all the Bergman there is, several times over. 
 As an example: you don’t often hear Allen’s early comedy Bananas being referred to as 
Bergman-influenced: but not only does its deranged Fidel Castro-figure proclaim that from 
now on the official language of the revolutionised country will be Swedish, but in the first 
reel there’s a straight Bergman parody. We all remember the dream in Wild Strawberries 
where Isak Borg sees his own funeral on a deserted Swedish street: in Bananas, Allen dreams 
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his own crucifixion on a deserted Manhattan Street. He’s being carried on a via crucis by self-
flagellating monks (itself an echo of The Seventh Seal) – they try to reverse-park his cross – 
another group of self-flagellating monks forward-park someone else’s cross in the same spot 
– the two crosses collide, and each group of monks starts flagellating the other. 
 I wonder if Bergman ever saw Bananas. He’d have stared, for the crucifixion sequence 
has nothing to do with the rest of the film. 
 “If the underlying reality of our being was tragic my plays would make more than yours 
at the box-office”, says Larry Pine, the Bergman-figure, in the opening of Melinda and 

Melinda, “because my stories would resonate more profoundly with the human soul”. As if 
people went to the theatre to understand the underlying reality of their beings. 
 “It’s exactly because tragedy hits on the truly painful essence of life that people run to my 
comedies”, responds Wallace Shawn, the Allen-figure, showing more commonsense. 
 And yet the most moving moment in the film is where Melinda tells Will Ferrell, the 
Allen-figure within the film’s comic half, that she’s fallen in love, and we register his grief, 
because he was just about to tell her about his love for her. 
 Both directors / writers fall into this same Aristotelian error of assuming that tragedy is 
tragedy and comedy is comedy and never the twain shall meet. Bergman is the bigger 
casualty of the two. When he uses someone else’s comic script, as in The Magic Flute, his 
touch is certain and his invention is miraculous; but when he tries for original comedy, he 
assumes you need a special “comic” style, and it’s either phoney and embarrassing, as in 
About These Women, or crowded with dialogue at the expense of action, as in A Lesson In 

Love. But Allen also knows, though he doesn’t articulate it, that life is comic and tragic at the 
same time – he’d agree that the moment in King Lear when Gloucester’s eyes are put out is 
very funny, as is the moment in Macbeth when Macduff reveals to Macbeth that he was from 
his mother’s womb untimely ripped. Both men, Gloucester and Macbeth, have been asking 
for it since scene one, and they should have seen it coming – probably, in some dark recess, 
did see it coming: which is funny. 
 Oedipus (“We must find the murderer of King Laius!”) is the biggest clown ever. “I’d 
hate to tell you what they call my son in  Harlem,” declaims Jocasta (Olympia Dukakis) in 
Mighty Aphrodite, a film in which Allen has the chorus of a Greek tragedy commenting on, 
and intervening in, a Manhattan comedy. Allen once believed himself to make, sometimes 
“serious”, and sometimes “comic” films. But in his later practice, his best comedy is dramatic 
and his best drama is comic – as in Shakespeare. Whatever his position in theory, in reality he 
ignores the ancient, foolish distinction. The chorus in Aphrodite is his way of signalling his 
indifference to it. 
 I’ll concede that Othello killing Desdemona is not funny. Neither is the hanging of 
Cordelia. When Bergman is really on form he can take you into terrible places that Allen’s 
film don’t frequent. The rape and murder of the girl in The Virgin Spring, the shooting of the 
mayor in Shame, Harriet Andersson’s screams in Cries and Whispers … these are things 
which convince you that life, at its extremes, isn’t funny at all. Few characters die in Woody 
Allen films: Jose Ferrer does in A Midsummer Night’s Sex Comedy, but he dies at a moment 
of supreme physical bliss, as Faust would wish to: “Verweile doch! du bist so schön!” (this 
famous line is paraphrased in Allen’s Anything Else, when Jason Biggs finally makes it with 
Christina Ricci, and Allen freezes the frame). 
 When Allen tries, in his earlier films, for “comedy”, it’s unsatisfactory in the opposite 
way. Everything You Always Wanted to Know … is very clumsy stuff (except for Gene 
Wilder and the sheep); and although Love and Death has some hilarious moments, it isn’t 
really about anything – certainly not about Russia, or Love, or Death. A lot of its jokes are 
smug and silly. Swapping Dostoievsky titles for ninety seconds doesn’t show anything except 
that you know several Dostoievsky titles (though the paedophile monk with the fifteen-foot 
grey beard is an interesting gloss on Father Zosima), and you can’t claim that by editing-in a 
brief shot of a man with smashed glasses you’re passing a satirical comment on Eisenstein. 
Yes, there are two attempted Bergman parodies towards the end, but if you blink you miss 
them, and they’re only visual gags. 
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 But later, in the realm of middle dimensions, when people are just trundling around in 
their usual confused way and he’s not being pretentious, Allen is the master. He’s more 
complex, has more variety, and treads the tightrope between anguish and fatuity in a way 
Bergman doesn’t. Even when he does a “serious” film, he often includes a character who 
appears comic in contrast to the rest – Elaine Stritch in September, Maureen Stapleton in 
Interiors (see below). There’s no comic character at all in Another Woman, which is one 
reason why it’s so dreary. Its one joke – told at a party early on, about the man bursting on the 
couple having sex on the floor – is a serious miscalculation, like a firecracker during the slow 
movement of a pretentious and dull string quartet. 
 A comic style makes potentially tragic situations bearable, and makes you realise how 
rare tragic situations are, and how pervasive comedy is in reality. In Hannah and her Sisters, 
Michael Caine’s belief that he’s in love with Barbara Hershey is self-defeating, because all 
the time he’s in love with Mia Farrow, to whom he’s married; so too is Kenneth Branagh’s 
decision, in Celebrity, to move out on Famke Janssen the day after he moved in with her. It’s 
so tragic it’s comic – so comic it’s tragic. Categories blur and genre becomes meaningless, 
just like they do with George Bush. 
 You can overload on a Woody Allen film. The situations are so complex and the 
characters so interesting, the situations so funny, the one-liners so good and the plots so 
skilfully intertwined that you have to stop, and go for a leak to assimilate it all. As there are 
no jokes in most of Bergman to alleviate the drama, you just endure – you’re fixated, but 
you’re enduring it. And you can’t go out for a leak. 
 But you can, behind Allen’s movies, sense those of Bergman all the time. Look, for 
example, at the helicopter which lands (and then takes off again) at the end of Through A 

Glass Darkly. Then look at the helicopter which lands (but does not take off again) at the end 
of Mighty Aphrodite. Each is a metaphor for the godhead – very different in each case – and 
yet why would Allen use a helicopter as a heavenly metaphor, if Bergman had not shown him 
the way? 
 Interiors (1978), is thought of as Allen’s overt homage to Bergman. Sometimes the 
homage is a bit mechanical, as when two women walk along the beach in one long tracking 
shot – a reference to Persona, but just a visual one, like the double close-up at the end of Love 

and Death. Bergman’s virtuoso track is taken quickly, the two women in a hurry, the one 
trying to get away, the other trying to keep up, the rocky, uneven path dangerous, the waves 
menacing. It’s a metaphor for their lives, and their relationship. In Allen’s shot the waves are 
gentle, the trail (across even sand) straight, the pace leisurely. There is drama in these 
women’s relationship, but it’s low-key, understated, not on the boil as in Bergman. In fact, 
there’s no reason why it should be a long tracking shot at all – it’s just there because Bergman 
has one in Persona. 
 One of the best shots, on the other hand, shows Geraldine Page settling down in her 
perfectly-transformed apartment, its beautiful contrasting shades and shapes marred only 
slightly by the masking tape she’s placed around all the windows – for she’s about to try and 
gas herself. Her pursuit of perfection in interior décor is a metaphor for her own emptiness, an 
emptiness she’s passed on to two of her three daughters, who’ve inherited her talent for being 
dead-end – but always in exquisite taste. Only her husband has had the nerve to walk out on 
her – hence her decision to commit suicide. He’s taken up with Maureen Stapleton, who’s her 
opposite: Stapleton’s son runs an art-gallery concession at Caesar’s Palace in Las Vegas. 
 The conversations around Page’s dinner-table are full of the kind of pseudo-cultural 
Manhattan twaddle that Allen is elsewhere so skilled in satirising, and which I often suspect 
that he indulges in himself:1 
 

Diane Keaton (her back to the camera): It’s hard to argue that in the face of death, life loses real 

                                                 
1: Examples: “What is it?” [the mask she’s giving him] “From a play or something?” – “Yes – It’s an original 
from a French production of La Gioconda” (Another Woman) [La Gioconda is a huge, silly Italian opera: there are 
no masks in it]; “I was a teacher.” – “I see, um, I see the name Beowulf” – “Oh my God! Chaucer, I taught 
Chaucer!” (Celebrity) [Chaucer and Beowulf are at least four hundred years apart]. 
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 meaning. 
Maureen Stapleton: It is? 
Diane Keaton: Well, I mean, I can’t argue it succinctly, but I suppose if you read Socrates or 
 Buddha or Schopenhauer, or even Ecclesiastes, they’re very convincing. 
Maureen Stapleton: Well, they should know. I don’t read that much. 

 
 You feel it would be funny elsewhere, and that Allen can’t suppress his comic instinct 
completely – but that, with Bergman on his back, he’s doing his best to try. If this were one of 
his normal films, Bergman would be sent up. Page’s daughters would run round in circles 
trying to find their mother a new man, and there’d be amusing scenes of incompatibility, 
which would jolt her into an understanding of herself. But Interiors is Bergman territory: the 
generations hate each other, and everyone’s damned to be themselves for ever. 
 The vulgarian Stapleton dances, and drinks. She smashes precious vases. She tells 
fortunes from cards. However, coming from the real world, she has basic life-saving skills, 
too, and gives one of Page’s daughters mouth-to-mouth resuscitation at the film’s climax. By 
this time Page has drowned – or her daughter has hallucinated her drowning – for Allen sets 
his last scenes in a beach-front property on Long Island: his equivalent of Fårö island, where 
so many Bergman protagonists meet their dooms. 
 Allen’s beach-front property, though, is much bigger and more expensive than any in a 
film by Bergman. For Allen is a snob. This becomes startlingly clear in Match Point, where 
the English super-rich are taken at their own self-evaluation in a bland, unsatirical style that 
no English film maker would use. When, in Small Time Crooks, Allen portrays lower-class 
individuals who are upwardly mobile, he finds their inability to adjust to a rich person’s 
culture very funny, even as he portrays (I think) the rich persons’ cultural conversations as so 
shallow.  
 Allen originally wanted Ingrid Bergman as the mother in Interiors, but she was already 
committed to playing a parallel, but different sort of mother – the one in the other Bergman’s 
Autumn Sonata, who’s an internationally famous pianist, and who (see below), makes her 
daughter feel inadequate by the depth and perfection of her pianism. Very eerie indeed that 
Allen and Bergman were running parallel like this in 1978; rivals, too, for Ingrid Bergman 
(who would have been far too charismatic for the rejected mother in Interiors). 
 

   
 

Page.    The Bergmans. 

 

Smiles of a Summer Night (Ingmar Bergman, 1955) and A Midsummer Night’s Sex 

Comedy (Woody Allen, 1982) 
 
Two comedies of love and intrigue set in the early 1900s, both reliant on mechanical jokes. 
Bergman has a musical bed, Allen a flying pedal-cycle. Both feature three contrasting 
couples, who swap, or try to, or think about doing so. Allen sets up a comic (and therefore 
serious) dialectic between Jose Ferrer, who believes only in the material world, and his own 
character, who believes in spirits (though Ferrer concedes that Shakespeare’s spirits are more 
interesting than the average human). Allen’s character has invented a magic lantern which 
proves him right and Ferrer wrong. Bergman, despite being himself a master of the magic 
lantern, doesn’t go in for such fantastical stuff. His subtext is not so much Shakespeare as 
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Marivaux, and – sensed remotely in the plot-strand relating to the lascivious virgin, played by 
Ulla Jacobsen – Strindberg’s very unfunny Miss Julie, set also on the year’s shortest night. 
 Allen’s is the more complete of the two comedies. At the end of Smiles, Gunnar 
Björnstrand fails to shoot himself; at the end of Sex Comedy, not only does Tony Roberts fail 
to shoot himself, but Ferrer has his heart-attack in the moment of ecstasy with Julie Hegarty, 
and Mary Steenburgen finally achieves erotic bliss with Allen himself, to whom she’s been 
married for years … Allen orchestrates the ending of his multi-layered cake much more 
satisfactorily than does Bergman, whose two climaxes occur in different reels. 
 Smiles has a very unhappy thing at its core – Björnstrand’s unconsummated fondness for 
Jacobsen, his wife, and its thwarting by her fondness for his son. It’s the story of Phaedra and 
Hippolytus, told from Theseus’s viewpoint. You feel that Björnstrand’s smugness doesn’t 
warrant the humiliation it receives, and when, in the summerhouse, Eva Dahlbeck turns his 
head to wipe it and you see the soot-patch which he had thought, and perhaps hoped, would 
be a hole in his head, it’s not funny. 
 

    
 
 Allen is so much more innovative and confident with his camera than Bergman. His 
characters walk out of frame – half of a dialogue is said by someone who’s just gone upstairs 
– most of one important scene is filmed through frosted glass, another in medium shot, from 
the next room … it’s a precursor of his insane, voyeuristic camera in Husbands and Wives, 
and with the same effect: we feel we’re there. Even when an important but intimate piece of 
dialogue (between Steenburgen and Hegarty), is filmed in long shot from outside the house in 
which it’s being spoken, we feel we’re there. Bergman’s actors are by contrast stagey, his 
camera conventionally to the front, his compositions square. Cameras were lighter and more 
portable by 1982, but that’s the year in which Bergman made Fanny and Alexander, and 
although its colour is as beautiful as Allen’s is in Sex Comedy, he still doesn’t use his camera 
as freely as Allen does. On the other hand, when Allen decides on a long, static shot (there are 
two in his last reel, one with Roberts, himself, and Mia Farrow, the other just with him and 
Farrow), he does a confident long, static shot. 
 The forest montages, with Mendelssohn backing them, implying fairies while showing 
only the flora and fauna, the moon and the clouds, are brilliant, and put paid for ever to the 
idea that Allen is an exclusively urban director. 
 Things have progressed in seventeen years, and by 1982 you can talk about sex more 
freely (though Smiles is very frank for 1955): but the eroticism in Smiles is in the head, a 
verbal matter (save the scenes with Jacobsen), and the comedy is smug and upper-middle-
class, lying in great part in confrontations between Jarl Kulle’s monocle and Björnstrand’s 
dyed beard. Gordon Willis, for Allen (in wonderful colour), films both the men and the 
women with greater intimacy than does Gunnar Fischer (in black and white), for Bergman: 
Willis even makes Jose Ferrer sexy (in some shots). 
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 I saw a dire Swedish production of Moliere’s Dom Juan at Edinburgh once, and 
complained to the ticket-girl the following day that Swedes had no sense of humour. She said 
she’d once had a Swedish boyfriend, and that I was right. 
 

     
 
Winter Light (Ingmar Bergman, 1963) and Hannah and her Sisters (Woody Allen, 1986) 
 
Two things about Winter Light. First: at Cambridge in 1963 or 64 (the year it came out, when 
I saw it first), one of my supervisors had a big poster from Sweden up in his hall, with a 
grinning blonde girl, stark naked and with a long clay pipe in her hand. For the early sixties 
(so soon after the late fifties), it was very shocking. He put it in context by telling us that the 
idea of Sweden as a paradisal haven of free love and universal copulation (derived in part 
from watching too many Bergman films), was a lie: someone he knew had just been jailed 
there for possession of cannabis, and had written to him, saying “This is the greyest scene 
ever”. 
 The twenty-four-hour daylight which pervades the remote Swedish landscape in which 
Winter Light’s day-long action takes place is as beautiful, photographed by Sven Nykvist, as 
the Jordanian desert is, filmed by Freddy Young in Lawrence of Arabia. But one’s glad in 
both cases that one doesn’t live there. Rural Sweden gives you nothing to do, and the folks 
there are as dull as it’s possible to get. The only one with a sense of humour is the organist, 
who reads his paper during Pastor Gunnar Björnstrand’s economical service (with its 
miscroscopically-observed and microscopically-sceptical celebration of the eucharist), but he 
has no charm to go with his wit. 
 Second thing: this was the sixties, in myth the time of liberation and flower-power, but in 
fact the decade which many people expected not to live through, so certain were they that the 
bomb would soon go off and destroy all life on earth. This, it’s said, is why Steven Hawking’s 
girlfriend agreed to marry him, even though he’d soon be a helpless invalid – before he 
became completely helpless, they both were sure, he, she, and millions of others would be 
dead. 
 So the idea which drives Max von Sydow to suicide in Winter Light – that the Chinese are 
being brought up to hate, that they will soon possess the Bomb too, and will, without 
sacrificing too much, kill the rest of us – is not (quite) as extreme in the context of the sixties 
as it would be today. 
 Not that this gives Björnstrand, the pastor, any excuse for the abysmal showing he makes 
when von Sydow turns up at his church in need of spiritual help. Björnstrand addresses 
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neither von Sydow’s public anxiety, nor – what is as obvious – his inner state of acute 
depression.  
     The pastor is himself a widower, but does 
not ask von Sydow how he thinks his wife 
will feel, if he kills himself. Vito Corleone 
would know to slap him around a bit and say, 
“Do you spend time with your children?” 
(von Sydow has three, with a fourth coming); 
“Good! Because a man who doesn’t spend 
time with his children can never really be a 
man!” But Björnstrand doesn’t appeal to von 
Sydow either as a husband or as a father. He 
can only spout in a boring way about his own 
troubles, so von Sydow eventually walks out 
on him – and shoots himself. 

 

 

 von Sydow’s, it must be said, is an unsympathetic character – so involved in his own 
misery he can’t see why he should be interested in Björnstrand’s: glancing with contempt at 
all Björnstrand’s attempts to get him out of himself and to see it from another’s point of view. 
It’s hard to imagine him spending time with his children at all. 

 

 

     The film’s climax is two long, wordless 
takes, in which Björnstrand drives up to help 
the police load the dead body into their van, 
and then wanders back to his own car, and 
drives off. It’s done partly as a high, medium 
shot, with the sound of the nearby rapids 
driving out every other noise. It’s an 
inversion of the scene where they discover 
the girl’s body in The Virgin Spring, which 
is done, also, with the noise of a stream in 
the background: but a quieter stream than 
here.  
 

 In The Virgin Spring, we share their emotions. In Winter Light we aren’t invited in, and 
can only guess what Björnstrand feels: to judge from the blunted sensibility he shows 
elsewhere, he doesn’t feel very much. 
 The sound of running water often seems to me, in Bergman, to be the voice of God, 
omnipresent and thus unacknowledged. But we have to wait until Fanny and Alexander 
before he makes this idea explicit. 
 Christ, in Winter Light, is not with the pastor: so is he with the flock? Did he suffer with 
Ingrid Thulin when she had eczema? There’s a flashback shot of her tearing the bandages 
from her damaged palms which echoes a previous close-up of the nailed hand on the church 
crucifix. Is the hunchback churchwarden (Allan Edwall), deceiving himself when he says that 
in terms of physical pain, he’s suffered more in his life than did Christ, whose suffering was 
over in four hours? The film, which is less than an hour and a half long, doesn’t explore the 
issue, which it only plants in our minds by tiny hints, and in which I don’t think it’s 
interested. 
 
Part of the experience of Winter Light is seeing the way in which Bergman exploits and 
develops his repertory company; though Gunnar Björnstrand as a weak and humourless vicar 
comes as no surprise: he was always very good either at being very funny (The Seventh Seal), 
or not funny all (The Magician).2 Not very successful is Bergman’s attempt at turning two of 
the sexiest actresses in films, Ingrid Thulin and Gunnel Lindblom, into downtrodden dowdies 
from the sticks. Plain, short, boring hairstyles aren’t enough. Thulin’s eyes are too big and 

                                                 
2: aka The Face. 
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deep to merit rejection, and Lindblom’s cheeks too kissable for a man in her company to be 
worried about the Chinese and their atom bomb. 
 

       
 
   Ingrid Thulin          Gunnel Lindblom 

 
 Max von Sydow, on the other hand, was known to his fans in 1963 as a heroic medieval 
aristocrat – a man of experience and stoic confidence, who played chess with Death, or slew 
the rapists and murderers of his daughter. His self-transformation into a lower-middle-class 
modern acute depressive in Winter Light (done with no make-up except a new, crinkly 
hairstyle, little movement, and only about eight short speeches) is remarkable. 
 
————————— 
 
How, then, did Woody Allen expect us to react thirteen years later, when he cast von Sydow 
as a misanthropic New York painter in Hannah and Her Sisters? (he’s the only Bergman 
player to appear in a Woody Allen film). “You missed a very dull TV show about 
Auschwitz”, he drones to his girlfriend, Barbara Hershey, when she comes home from a 
passionate afternoon where she’s been deceiving him in a hotel room with Michael Caine. 
von Sydow is not just her fading lover, but her guru, intent on instilling in her all the 
Bergmanesque poison of his own hatred for the modern society he despises, even as it buys 
his paintings and makes him rich. 
 
      Accustomed as we are to seeing von Sydow as a 
sad and tragic figure in Bergman films – such is his 
dignity and iconic status – that it takes several 
viewings before we realise that he’s now a sad but 
comic figure – like Jacques in As You Like It, a man 
who likes to show that he’s got life and mankind sewn 
up, but who’s missed their whole point, despite having 
been to bed with Barbara Hershey. We feel sorry for 
Gunnel Lindblom when she loses him in Winter Light 
(even though being married to him can’t be much 
fun), but happy for Barbara Hershey when she walks 
out on him in Hannah and her Sisters.  
         Allen directs Barbara Hershey 

               and Max von Sydow. 

 
 Perhaps Allen associated von Sydow, not so much with his heroic medieval roles, as with 
his tortured modern ones – especially the schizophrenic artist in Hour of the Wolf, whose 
destructive relationship with his “cannibal” patrons and admirers is a serious version of what 
we see in Hannah, and echoes other sick depictions by Bergman of the way he sees his own 
relationship with his audience and critics (see below). When Hershey walks out on von 
Sydow, are we to see Allen turning his back on Bergman? If that’s what he’s trying to do, he 
doesn’t succeed, because there’s more to come. 
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 In Hannah, it’s not a Lutheran pastor, but Allen himself as a Manhattan TV producer, 
who’s lost faith in God. But his search for the Grail is done as comedy. He’s also a 
hypochondriac, who needs always to panic about something but whose physical health won’t 
give him the motive. So he turns to God and queries his existence, using his supposed loss of 
faith as an excuse to contemplate suicide. Now logically (especially if you’re a TV producer), 
there’s no link at all between a loss of faith in God and the need to kill yourself: there isn’t 
even, as Allen tries to assert, a link between there being a god and the moral order of things. 
Theologians will bullshit, but you don’t need a god to think morally. Ivan Karamazov was 
wrong: it’s not true that if God is dead all things are possible: they’re perfectly possible if he’s 
around, if not more so. He gives people all the excuses they need. 
 Allen, a Jew, tries Catholicism, but is repelled by a crucifix in a shop window featuring 
an actor in a blonde wig whose eyes open and shut depending on which angle you’re standing 
at. The Catholic church has never been afraid of marketing bad-taste products to draw in the 
gullible, knowing that the worse taste your merchandise is created in, the more people will 
buy it. Then, still obsessed, as he asserts, by the thought that when he dies he’ll cease to exist 
– worried, as he asserts, at how terrible it will feel to have ceased to exist – strung out on 
Claudio’s problem of “Aye, but to die, and go we know not where, / To lie in cold obstruction 
and to rot”, as though your corpse will still have all its nerve-endings intact – he even tries 
Hari Krishna in Central Park. 
 Christianity is given a chance by neither Bergman nor Allen. Yes, the churchwarden in 
Winter Light knows that Christ, too, lost faith in God when on the cross he asked him why he 
had forsaken him – but Björnstrand as the pastor, who should be saying it, just stares at the 
churchwarden glumly. He didn’t make that point when von Sydow came to him because he’d 
promised help: in fact, he didn’t make any point, which is why von Sydow shot himself. The 
catholic priest to whom Woody Allen goes when he wants to convert merely gives him some 
books to read. 
 
————————— 
 
I should imagine there’s more human variety in a single block of Manhattan on any day of the 
year than there has been all of Sweden throughout its history, and Hannah and her Sisters 
versus Winter Light would show my intuition to be correct. Allen twines three stories about 
each other: not just his own character’s travesty search for faith, but Barbara Hershey’s life, 
torn between Caine and von Sydow (she finally leaves them both), Caine’s suppressed love 
for his own wife (Mia Farrow), and Diane Wiest’s search for something to do to avoid going 
back on drugs. This last parallels Allen’s quest for a direction, and the two end up intersecting 
in a way which is the one miscalculation of the multiple narrative. Allen writes, and he and 
Wiest act, the way the two, having hated each other years ago, meet up again in a record store 
and are reconciled, very well indeed. But is the happy ending, in which, having been infertile 
when married to Farrow, he becomes fertile when married to Wiest, an act of God, by way of 
blessing and solution to his crisis (like the climax of The Virgin Spring)? Or is it an act of the 
distributors, in their search for a more commercial ending? 
 Then there are Maureen O’Sullivan and Lloyd Nolan as the senescent end of any of the 
other narrative threads; and Sam Waterston as the architect who fancies Barbara Hershey (he 
has a private box at the Met, and entertains her there with champagne). One of my favourite 
bits is his guided tour of the best Manhattan buildings, accompanied to the prelude to Act I of 
Madame Butterfly, a wonderful piece of montage and sound-editing. All Bergman gives us by 
way of music is the solitary tolling of Gunnar Björnstrand’s church bell – which, by the end 
of the movie, has the power to summon nobody at all to his services except Thulin, his would-
be girlfriend. And yet Bergman’s judgement of what music fits best where is as good as 
Woody Allen’s, who’s not yet descended to the foolishness of the way he uses Verdi’s Otello 
in Match Point. 
 Both directors love actors, and actors love them, because they trust actors so much, and 
give them such challenges, uninterrupted by editing. Two virtuoso single-take scenes are 
Ingrid Thulin’s soliloquy to camera in Winter Light, and the scene between Hershey and von 
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Sydow in the kitchen in Hannah, starting with his line about the boring Auschwitz 
programme, quoted above. 
 Why, it’s as good as acting on the stage. Plus you don’t have to project. 
 

 
 

A publicity still. Not in the film. 

 

Wild Strawberries (Ingmar Bergman, 1957) and Deconstructing Harry (Woody Allen, 

1997) 
 

Here’s a Trivial Pursuit question: in which film does Max von Sydow play a petrol-pump 
attendant? Answer: Wild Strawberries. His is a very important part, because from what he 
says we see early on that the film’s protagonist Isak Borg (Victor Sjöström), was a very 
successful and popular doctor, at least in his first practice, and that he’s remembered fondly 
by his patients – which is, in a life dedicated to medicine, where it matters. We need this 
assurance for the latter parts of the film, where Sjöström’s life is dissected (“deconstructed” 
perhaps), and its success queried. The whole film is set on the day Sjöström goes to pick up 
an honorary doctorate. In a scene in the middle of the film he has, to his left in his car, his 
daughter-in-law, whose husband (his son), has just described himself in a flashback as the 
product of a marriage made in hell: prior to that, in one of Sjöström’s dreams, we’ve seen his 
wife committing adultery. To his right Sjöström has, outside the car, the three cute students, 
who are there for the hitch-hike, who have taken a shine to him, and who present him with a 
bouquet of newly-picked flowers as an appreciation of what they perceive as his ripe wisdom 
over fifty years’ work. Through the eyes of the woman who knows him well, he sees his life’s 
failure: through the eyes of the youngsters who don’t know him at all, he sees his seeming 
success. Bergman eliminates all the lights but one, and the camera goes in for a close-up, 
showing Sjöström’s pain, his inability to reconcile the two perspectives. We sympathise with 
the old man. 
 In Deconstructing Harry, Woody Allen never goes in to a sympathetic close-up on 
himself (his name’s Harry Block), and he’s not an old man (neither are there any sentimental 
flashbacks to his childhood, as there are in Strawberries): though he does go to pick up an 
honorary doctorate – from a college which, when he was there, expelled him. Where Victor 
Sjöström is accompanied by people who love him, Allen is accompanied by a hooker whom 
he hired the previous night, and who previously had never heard of him, his young son, whom 
he has to kidnap (but who does find it fun to go), and his best friend, who has a cardiac arrest 
on the back seat of the car en route. It looks as if Allen feels times have moved on in the 
intervening forty years, and that sentiment of the sort Bergman deals with in Wild 

Strawberries is now out of place. 
 Sjöström’s private life has been a bit of a mess – though we’re told little about it, and by 
the end it looks as if his estranged son and daughter-in-law are getting back together again. 
Harry Block’s life is a total mess, and Allen rubs our noses in it from the outset. Bergman is 
describing a loved father-figure (Sjöström was himself a great director), and leaving a whole 
lot out of the picture: Allen is describing himself, and throwing as much into the stewpot as 
possible. He’s not a doctor, but a novelist and short-story writer, who, faced with the choice 
between the imperfection of the life and the perfection of the work, has opted for the latter. 
“You’re so self-engrossed you don’t give a shit who you destroy,” snarls his ex-wife, whom 
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we see getting out of a taxi twenty-five times in the film’s first ten minutes – twenty of them 
while the credits are rolling. Jumpy editing throughout suggests that there’s no such thing as 
smooth transition, or coherent, temporal causality. Bergman sees life as whole – just about. 
For Allen it’s an incoherent mess. He doesn’t need Derrida to tell him all signification is 
shifting and all reality is disjointed: for him, there’s no difference in that respect between 
what he lives and what he writes. He addresses his ex by the name he’s given her in his latest 
book, and it seems he writes so well that she gets the two dimensions mixed up too. “You 
take their misery and with your alchemy you make it into gold – literally gold – LIKE SOME 
FUCKING BLACK MAGICIAN!” is (roughly), what she yells, before trying to shoot him. 
 

    
 
 We, too, have to share her paranoia, for extracts from his book are filmed with the same 
humour and energy as are scenes from his life, so we can’t tell them apart. Eventually, the 
two dimensions coalesce. Art is life, life is art, and neither is morally edifying. Bergman, at 
least in Wild Strawberries, is sentimental by contrast. Sjöström ends up back in bed again, 
smiling: Harry Block ends up in a reality jail, in a fantasy hell, and even – the worst fate for a 
movie character – out of focus. 
 Deconstructing Harry is another of those Woody Allen Allen films on which you 
overload. Just the scene between Harry and his half-sister (it’s about Jewishness), has enough 
potential for a single script, and it’s over in about three minutes. 

 

Scenes from a Marriage (Ingmar Bergman, 1973) and Husbands and Wives (Woody 

Allen, 1992) 

 
It’s obvious, watching these films the wrong way round – Allen first, then Bergman – that 
Erland Josephson is going to be back with Liv Ullmann somehow by the end of the Bergman 
film, because Sidney Pollack, who’s based on Josephson, is back with Judy Davis at the end 
of the Allen film. It’s not just the identical opening dinner parties, where the one couple 
reveal their falling-apart to the other (and yet in how differently!) but the way Josephson and 
Ullmann so obviously need one another even in the midst of their half-hearted adulteries. You 
can see it coming a mile off – which you can’t with Pollack and Davis. Bergman is soft-
centred: Allen captures life’s unpredictable maziness – takes you through the maze until 
you’re dizzy. 
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 I know a long-married woman who had to leave Husbands and Wives because she felt 
nauseous. She said it was the camerawork. 
 Scenes from a Marriage is, in outline, comic. Ullmann and Josephson get together to sign 
the divorce papers – before doing so, however, they make love on the office floor. Afterwards 
there’s a Strindbergian scene of mudslinging and recrimination – he beats her up – she leaves 
– he, weeping with contrition, signs the papers – then she, having forgotten to do so, comes 
back and signs them as well. But it’s only funny when you think about it afterwards. It’s isn’t 
performed as comedy, as Allen would have had it performed. When, in the next scene, we see 
Ullmann, in long shot, accepting a lift from a man we don’t recognise (it’s a TV long-shot, 
because it’s a TV film, so we’re not expected to recognise him) – then we cut to the car 
interior, and it’s Josephson – we know for certain that we’re in the realm of comedy. Gesture 
as they will towards separation, they have one another under their skins, and can never 
separate. Divorced, both remarried, they find, in the last scene, a grotty cottage by the 
seashore, and unite yet again. 
 There’s an amazing moment in Husbands and Wives in which Woody Allen tells Mia 
Farrow not to put her diaphragm in, because he’s changed his mind about having children. 
Now we know, firstly that at the beginning of the film she wanted his children, but secondly, 
that she now fancies Liam Neeson, and isn’t interested any more in having children with 
Allen. We almost see the uncertainty on her face as Allen goes into the bedroom – but then 
the camera goes behind an upright, and we lose her face completely for a second or two. The 
moment happened, but the camera didn’t get it: in this movie, the camera appears to get 
things by accident, it’s so mobile, so handheld-shifty, so zip-pannily impatient, so doomed 
never to be able to ask for a retake. Bergman’s camera in Scenes from a Marriage is well-
behaved, does things in long takes, static takes, long close-ups with heaps of dialogue. It’s 
also infatuated with Liv Ullmann, can’t really imagine how any man could eject her from his 
life, and isn’t able to distance either itself or us from her character in the way Allen’s camera 
in Husbands and Wives – voyeuristic as it is – keeps us distant from Allen himself, from 
Farrow, Pollack, Davis, Neeson and Juliet Lewis (author of a thesis on “Oral Sex in an Age of 
Deconstruction”), even as we get neurotically involved with their entanglements. Husbands 

and Wives is much more intense than Scenes from a Marriage – much more intense, but at the 
same time funny, as Scenes from a Marriage isn’t, except, as I’ve said, when you think about 
it afterwards. 
 Bergman, Allen has decided, wasted the couple in the opening dinner party – they’re 
played by Bibi Andersson and Jan Malmjö, later to be brilliant as the Bishop in Fanny and 

Alexander (one of the two most evil characters in all film). Why not make their story first 
equal with the story of Ullmann and Josephson, and see what comes from the contrast? Thus 
we get not just Allen and Farrow, but Pollack and Davis as well: plus Liam Neeson and 
Lysette Anthony to boot. As with Hannah and Winter Light, when you see one story balanced 
against another, the movie’s richer. It’s a lesson Allen has forgotten in Match Point, where 
the solitary narrative can’t really carry what we expect from a Woody Allen film. The 
parallels create more disturbance, and more amusement: disturbance is amusing. As Freud 
said, there are no jokes. 
 
The Seventh Seal (Ingmar Bergman, 1957), The Serpent’s Egg (Ingmar Bergman, 1977) 

and Shadows and Fog (Woody Allen, 1992) 

 
In Shadows and Fog, Allen offers a homage to Bergman’s most famous film (The Seventh 

Seal), disguised as a homage to G.W.Pabst: or perhaps, a homage to G.W.Pabst disguised as a 
homage to Bergman … or as a way of showing Bergman how he should have made The 

Serpents’ Egg … no, I think the former … 
 The Serpent’s Egg is the first of the two movies Bergman made in Germany during his 
altercation with the Swedish taxman, and after his consequent nervous breakdown. It’s also 
the nastier, by a fraction, the other being From the Life of the Marionettes. Both show an 
obsession with violent sex and other forms of inhumanity, devoid of redeeming feature, and 
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portray various psychologists, eugenics-specialists and others, who have a fascination with 
these things – all of them uneasy metaphors for the artist himself. The Serpent’s Egg is the 
more ambitious, and, produced by Dino de Laurentiis, has the bigger budget. Set in ’20s 
Berlin, it features two-thirds of a circus act (Liv Ullmann and David Carradine), the 
remaining third having killed himself early on, for reasons which don’t become clear until the 
end of the movie. As they try and find out why he died – and try and survive as rampant 
inflation makes it harder and harder – Nazism grows up about them, posing as a new life, but 
in fact threatening everyone with death. 
 In The Seventh Seal, a couple with a child work as fairground entertainers in medieval 
Sweden. Around them, Death stalks the land in the form of bubonic plague. In Shadows and 

Fog, a childless couple work as fairground entertainers in what seems, from the non-stop 
quotations from The Threepenny Opera on the sound-track, to be eighteenth-century London 
disguised as ’twenties Berlin; Death here stalks the land, not as a Nazi, not as the Plague, but 
in the form of Jack the Ripper (read Mack the Knife); except that he’s neither Jack the Ripper 
nor Mack the Knife, because he strangles his victims with piano wire … so he’s a precursor 
of Hitler … and so on. 
 Bergman’s couple in The Seventh Seal are innocent, and not very good fairground artists 
– he lets us see their act, and it’s a bit simplistic. In fact, his scenario draws here on the 
libretto to Pagliacci, except that his cuckold is a member of the audience. In Sawdust and 

Tinsel his cuckold is, conversely, the ringmaster – Pagliacci’s the subtext there, too. Allen’s 
couple in Shadows and Fog are a pretentious male clown who affects to live for his art, and a 
female sword-swallower who would rather have his babies. In Bergman, it’s the third party in 
the fairground act who goes for a lady in the audience: in Allen, it’s the clown-husband who 
has it away with a lady contortionist, causing his wife to walk out on him. 
 

        
 
 In Seal, Bergman’s real protagonist is Antonius Block (same surname as the 
deconstructed Harry), a knight back from the crusades, who plays chess with Death himself to 
ward off Death’s attack on both himself and the fairground couple. Allen’s real protagonist is 
a clerk called Kleineman, who seems to be used as a stalking-horse by one of two local 
vigilante groups determined to catch the Ripper. Kleineman is philosophically-inclined, like 
Antonius Block, but instead of playing chess with Death he visits the local mortician and 
stares at the bodies on his slabs. 
 

              
 
  The clown and the contortionist.       Kleineman and the mortician. 

  (John Malkovich and Madonna.)             (Woody Allen and Donald Pleasance.) 
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 Bergman’s innocent fairground couple are, between you and me, a bit twee, especially the 
husband: he may be vouchsafed a vision of the Virgin and Child early on – but you aren’t 
quite certain why. I think Allen saw that, so his fairground couple are interesting sinners. The 
clown claims that his art is all-important to him – more so than his marriage: despite which he 
bonks the female contortionist. His wife, discovering them, walks out on him, and into a 
brothel, where a rich student, mistaking her for a whore, offers her seven hundred dollars. 
This is a sum she can’t refuse – and both have an experience of unparalleled passion. None of 
this sex is shown – it’s all reported; however, it’s noticeable that in The Seventh Seal there’s 
no sex at all. Adultery is implied, but in a remote, comical, fairground kind of way, between 
the third tumbler and the blacksmith’s wife. You couldn’t do sex, even in Swedish films, in 
1957, even if you wanted to. 
 Via a complex plot-web, Allen’s fairground couple acquire a baby girl not their own, and 
are at once infatuated with it. They don’t encounter the Ripper, and live happily ever after. 
Bergman’s fairground couple don’t encounter Death, and they too live happily ever after with 
their baby boy. 
 Antonius Block encounters Death over and over. Death is a genial, professional fellow, 
just a reaper with a lot of reaping to do. Yes, he transgresses against the confessional, and gets 
Antonius Block’s chess-plans out of him: but he’s Death, after all, and Death knows no rules. 
Kleineman also encounters Death, but his dilemma is much more interesting. There are two 
vigilante groups hunting the Ripper, and they hate one another even more than they hate their 
quarry. One of the groups may be using Kleineman as a bait: but he never knows for sure 
what’s happening to him (he’s also Kafka’s Joseph K., you see: so is David Carradine, some 
of the time, in The Serpent’s Egg). Only the discovery of the real Ripper stops the mobs from 
killing each other, and / or lynching Kleineman. 
 Kleineman loses his job, but gets another, and discovers his true vocation, with the man 
he’s always worshipped, and with whom he nearly catches the Ripper – a travelling 
illusionist, with a thick Swedish accent (“I once produced a rabbit from between the bosoms 
of the Queen of Denmark”). In fact he’s Kenneth Mars, the pigeon-fancying Nazi playwright 
from The Producers … it’s another in-joke. 
 
The Seventh Seal is one of the most famous films ever made; but half of it never gets referred 
to at dinner-parties or on film courses – the half involving the fairground couple. The scenes 
between Antonius Block and Death are so striking, they’ve been parodied and travestied 
almost to annihilation: see The Last Action Hero, see Bill and Ted’s Bogus Journey, and see 
Monty Python almost passim. When, in viewings of the original Swedish film, Death finally 
turns up for most of the cast, I’m sure roomfuls of people the world over chorus, “THE 
SALMON MOUSSE!” 
 Allen is clearly aware of this problem – that others have been there before him – hence 
perhaps his decision to disguise his version of The Seventh Seal as a parody / travesty / 
imitation of the fog-bound Ripper scenes in Pandora’s Box, or The Lodger. For Bergman, 
death is in the atmosphere, part of the landscape, liable to be there around any one of the next 
corners. For Allen, death becomes a social problem which fixates and scares people so much 
that they lose sight of the reality behind it, and almost bring it upon one another without 
consciously meaning to, as do the three rioters in The Pardoner’s Tale. In hunting death, they 
could easily kill one another. The medieval Swedes in The Seventh Seal are likewise gripped 
by panic: they torture one another and themselves as a way of exorcising Death – or is it the 
Devil? Or both? No-one knows in either movie. 
 Bergman uses his repertory company for The Seventh Seal, including some faces we 
rarely see elsewhere – including that of Bengt Ekerot, who plays Death himself (it’s his 
corpse which is dissected in The Face): but by 1992 all the world knew that to be in a Woody 
Allen film was a passport to artistic immortality, so every nook and cranny is filled with big 
name actors. Three of the whores in the brothel the sword-swallower visits are played by Lily 
Tomlin, Cathy Burke, and Jody Foster. Fred Gwynne has just one line, and Kate Nelligan is 
filmed entirely in long- and medium-shot. And those are only the small parts. The effect is 
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odd, as it is in Gandhi, which is cast on the same star-fucking principle: we’re disappointed 
when someone turns up whom we don’t know from lots of other films. It all adds to the 
feeling that, as in his omni-referentiality, his determination to get as many cinematic subtexts 
into the film as it can carry, Allen is just playing a game: which you can’t say about Bergman. 
 
Actresses 
 
I know it’s not a P.C. word, and that they should be “actors”, in line with “doctors” – there 
being no “doctresses” outside of Bugs Bunny: but how to distinguish? What do you do, say 
“female actors”? 
 Bergman and Allen are more famous than any other director for their cultivation of the 
talents of a number of actresses: you might compare Fellini and Masina or Antonioni and 
Vitti, but those were monogamous pairings – Bergman and Allen have slept around (both 
“artistically” and “in real life”), to stunning effect. 
 Both like to set actresses problems which test their talents to the limit. There’s a scene in 
a kitchen in Deconstructing Harry between Amy Irving and Judy Davis, in which Irving tells 
Davis that Harry’s affections have drifted from her to another woman. Davis thinks that she is 
the other woman, and is about to confess, until what Irving says makes it clear that it’s 
another other woman – Davis, the betrayer of her friend, has herself been betrayed, but hasn’t 
realised. Allen does it all in one take, with Davis in the foreground and Irving behind the 
kitchen table, so you’re watching Davis all the time and Irving is the feed. Davis is required to 
express – with her face mostly, so only the camera picks them up – about twenty emotions, 
from coy embarrassment to outright jealous horror, in about four minutes. She ends up 
collapsing on the floor in a faint. You empathise like hell, and it’s comic. 
 

     
 

    Autumn Sonata                                              Davis and Allen 

             (not from Deconstructing Harry) 

 
 In Autumn Sonata, Ingrid Bergman sits at the piano to show Liv Ullmann, her daughter, 
how a Chopin prelude should go.3 Bergman (Ingmar) does it all, like Allen, in one take, but a 
wordless one. Bergman (Ingrid) is a great international concert-pianist: Ullmann only a gifted 
amateur. The camera has the mother in profile, concentrating on the keyboard, and the 
daughter full-face, concentrating, not on Chopin, but on the mother. Ullmann is asked to 
express humiliation, love, envy, awe, jealousy, fondness, hatred, abashment, admiration, 
regret … all wordlessly, and sometimes all at the same time, while the piece is played. Above 
all, she has to show horror and grief at the realisation of an unbridgeable gulf between them. 
Her acting is if anything even more impressive than that of Judy Davis, for being wordless, 
and with minimal changes of expression – and it’s not funny at all. 
 Sometimes Allen’s single takes look like a budget consideration, or one-camera-setup 
laziness, and you ache for a bit of old-fashioned, dramatic cutting. But often it justifies itself: 

                                                 
3: It’s distressing to learn that in reality, Bergman (Ingrid) found the Chopin dreary, and didn’t believe Bergman 
(Ingmar) really was going to have it played in his film twice, right through. 
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see the one-take scene in Mira Sorvino’s apartment in Aphrodite,4 where the relationship 
between Allen and the hooker disintegrates before our eyes in real time. 
 

     
 
 He writes terrific parts for many actresses – Diane Wiest as the Norma Desmond-type in 
Bullets Over Broadway, Sorvino as the six-foot hooker in Mighty Aphrodite – but Allen’s 
three principal muse-actresses are Judy Davis, Mia Farrow, and Diane Keaton. For Davis he 
writes almost-over-the-top parts, expressing above all neurotic fury – it’s noticeable that 
when, as in the last sequence of Celebrity, Davis is called upon to be confident and radiant, 
it’s not so successful. Farrow’s roles are mostly gentle, drippy, passive studies in failure, in 
September especially: though when, in Radio Days, she’s called upon to do a Judy Holliday 
impersonation, she does it very well, and when, under the influence of magic Chinese erbs in 
Alice, she comes on strong all over Joe Mantegna, it’s a big shock, and very sexy, so that you 
wonder why Allen didn’t give her more such scenes. As a mafia moll in Broadway Danny 

Rose she’s less convincing, and isn’t helped by Allen’s insistence that she should wear dark 
glasses throughout. For Diane Keaton he writes the best comedy parts, above all of course 
Annie Hall. The in-joke, referred to above, whereby in that film she and Allen fail to see a 
Bergman film starring Ullmann, says it all. Allen rarely writes Keaton a serious role: 
Bergman never puts Ullmann in a comedy. We’re very shocked when, in The Serpent’s Egg, 
she performs, very professionally, a Berlin cabaret song in stocking-tops and a green wig. As 
Keaton is an outstanding straight actress (as they prove together in Interiors), Allen’s 
concentration on comedy for her is a pity: Annie Hall apart, her other big roles are in early, 
kooky entertainment-pieces like Love and Death, and the dreadful Sleeper. She and Allen 
parted at the wrong time. 
 Bergman made his first film when Allen was eleven, and in the late 40s and early 50s (his 
social-realist period), cast some excellent actresses – Eva Dahlbeck and Maj-Britt Nilsson 
especially. His Big Five, though, started with Harriet Andersson in Summer With Monika, and 
grew to include Ullmann, Gunnel Lindblom, Bibi Andersson, and Ingrid Thulin. Compare 
Summer Interlude, in which Maj-Britt Nilsson is pretty, expressive, sensitive, and boring, 
with Harriet Andersson’s dangerous presence in Summer With Monika, and you’ll see the 
moment of transition. 
 

   
 

                                                 
4: There are three cutaways to porno artefacts: but they don’t affect the flow of the take. 
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 Thulin plays tense, selfish, miserable characters (like those Allen creates for Judy Davis, 
only worse), and is the one whom I think he asked to do the most difficult technical things, 
such as the unblinking soliloquy to camera in Winter Light, referred to above, as well as the 
most revealing physical displays, like the strip down to nothing, and the self-mutilation, in 
Cries and Whispers, to say nothing of the auto-erotic act (over rather rapidly), in The Silence. 
Few middle-aged actresses would be happy saying some of the lines he writes for her in After 

the Rehearsal. He casts Gunnel Lindblom as heavily sensual women (the wordless innocent 
she plays in Seventh Seal being an exception): she’s especially memorable as the pregnant 
witch-girl in The Virgin Spring, putting the toad between the two pieces of bread. Harriet 
Andersson is extraordinary as Monika, but then Bergman casts her in comedy parts for most 
of the time, until the schizophrenic in Through a Glass Darkly, and her terrifying appearance 
as the dying sister in Cries and Whispers.5 Bibi Andersson also gets comic parts for much of 
the time, but then, as the nurse in Persona, she shares, with Liv Ullmann, some of the least 
funny scenes ever filmed. 
 The two directors film their female subjects in quite different ways. Partly because he has 
more complex narratives, and no-one must take centrestage, Allen rarely films them in close-
up, and the result is distance and objectivity. But Bergman is obsessed with interiority and 
horror, so uses close-ups all the time, and, aided normally by Sven Nyquist’s pore-threatening 
camera, almost peels off the top layers of their skin. It seems to me that Nyquist is one reason 
why it’s Liv Ullmann who comes over as the most important of Bergman’s women. He films 
her skin, with its soft gleam and mild freckles, in a way that he doesn’t film, for instance, Bibi 
Andersson, so that in Persona it’s Ullmann, the object, rather than Andersson, the subject, by 
whom we’re fixated. 
 

 
 

This is not the shot. 

 An excellent example of Bergman’s fixation with 
Ullmann occurs near the start of Shame. We’ve been 
made aware of her maternal potential by generous shots 
of her mammaries in the opening scene: now she has a 
long conversation with her husband (von Sydow) about 
how she’s longing for children, even though there’s a 
war on. It’s the last quiet scene in the film before 
violence erupts to destroy their marriage and, 
ultimately, them: and Bergman does it entirely over von 
Sydow’s shoulder, on to Ullmann, as though the 
husband’s  feelings  didn’t  matter.  We  see  how  much  

Ullmann loves her husband, and how she longs for maternal fulfilment: what he longs for is 
immaterial. Perhaps they ran out of money, though I doubt it. I wonder von Sydow didn’t 
complain. 

                                                 
5: She plays another schizophrenic in a little-discussed Bergman TV film, The Blessed Ones. 
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“… but the art itself is nature.” 
 
Artists are portrayed by both Allen and Bergman as 
horrible parasites. In Persona, part of Liv Ullmann’s 
motive for becoming an elective mute may be horror at 
what humanity did to itself in the Warsaw ghetto, and is 
still doing to itself in Vietnam; but from inside her 
silence she still finds it amusing, as an actress, to 
observe the feelings she’s arousing in Bibi Andersson, 
the nurse who’s been given her case. The young 
lecturer at Harry Block’s old college – the one he was 
expelled from – may enjoy deconstructing his fictions, 
because beneath their misery they really show how 
happy life is: but if you’re related to Harry, and he’s 
put you in his fictions, you too wish them 
deconstructed,     not    critically    but    physically.    In   
Manhattan,  Allen is himself on the receiving end –  his ex-wife has written a book with him 
in it. Gunnar Björnstand, the second-rate novelist in Through a Glass Darkly, may feel 
terrible about his daughter’s descent into schizophrenia, but is prepared to confess to his diary 
that he’ll find it interesting to observe her. All are victims of the false dichotomy whereby art 
is supposed to inhabit one dimension, and life another. Neither film-maker ever mentions 
Artaud, who found in his supposed insanity that they were the same: but when Ullmann’s face 
and Andersson’s face melt into one (see illustration), and when Harry Block blesses his 
creations, and sees real people and fictional people all confused in the one line-up, you know 
they’ve made the same discovery. 
 Since Allen and Bergman portray themselves and their loved ones relentlessly, 
throughout their careers, over and over, it’s not surprising that this problem – where does art 
stop and life begin? – is there such a line? – dominates the work of both; but Allen it’s funny. 
 The theme is stated in Bullets Over Broadway, where John Cusack, the poor, amateur 
playwright, has to give way to Chaz Palmintieri, who, in addition to being the real, gifted 
playwright, is also a Mafia hitman, a denizen of the real world. For him, life is art and art is 
life. He rubs a supporting actress out because he can’t stand the way she murders his lines, 
only to be rubbed out himself backstage on the opening night: the reviewers admire the effect 
of off-stage gunfire, not realising that that was not art but life. Allen offers the alternative 
view in Sweet and Lowdown, where Sean Penn’s artistry with the guitar is, on earth, second 
only to that of Django Reinhart, in whose presence he always faints with awe: but no-one 
could be more squalid and uninteresting than Penn in real life – all he’s interested in apart 
from fags, booze and pimping is watching trains go past (Bergman has always loved trains), 
and shooting rats on rubbish dumps. The man who suffers and the mind which creates could 
not be more disparate. 
 Allen’s own favourite of all his films is The Purple Rose of Cairo, and it’s there that the 
art / life dichotomy is explored most wittily. The film is hilarious and deeply upsetting, both 
at once. Mia Farrow has one of her most down-trodden roles as Cecilia, the incompetent 
waitress whose life is so wretched, and her addiction to the dream world of ’30s movies so 
intense, that she gets orders mixed up and keeps dropping plates. For her the two worlds – 
perfect and squalid – suddenly merge, when a subordinate but gorgeous male character in a 
cheap Hollywood film falls for her, and steps down from the screen into the stalls, stopping 
the action. Allen gets much humour from this character’s inability to deal with “reality”. He 
gets into a car and expects it to start without the ignition key. He’s puzzled when the waiter 
refuses his fake money. He kisses Cecilia, and doesn’t know what to do next, because in his 
cinematic world kisses are always followed by fade-outs (this perhaps shows Allen’s 
inspiration, which isn’t Bergman, for Bergman doesn’t do fantasy like this, but Buster 
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Keaton, in Sherlock Jr.).6 Cecilia tries to explain to him about God, and he at once identifies 
God as a screen-writer. 
 

    
 
 The scenario turns sick when Hollywood hears what’s happening. The studio fears that 
the character will descend into the stalls in other cinemas, and embark on a nationwide killing 
spree. He doesn’t, encouraging us to think that only the special Mia Farrow-Cecilia magic can 
make miracles happen – but the studio doesn’t know that. The actor who plays the part (Jeff 
Daniels as the twin faces of Art and Life) panics, because of the career implications – who 
will cast him in anything now? He comes east to investigate – and the confused Cecilia falls 
for him too. 
 Or rather, she falls for his fake charm. His unreal screen character is real – he has 
sincerity and integrity: the real guy, the actor … is acting. 
 None of the characters in the film-within-a-film wants the “reality” love-affair between 
actor and audience to continue. It’s too much of a threat. The film’s producers and its director 
can’t allow their art to become reality either. The remaining onscreen cast have nothing to do, 
terrified in case the projector’s turned off and they’re plunged into an abyss with no plot to 
follow, and no happy ending (“Aye, but to die – and go we know not where”). They’re a 
strangely-assorted lot, including as they do two Royal Shakespeare company stalwarts, John 
Wood and Zoe Caldwell, a faded Hollywood matinee idol, Van Johnson, and Milo O’Shea, 
Zeffirelli’s Friar Lawrence. Another is a 1930s communist, and wants the fictional characters 
to take over the industry. 
 Another character really does move the argument on still further, when he says, “This is 
just a matter of semantics ... Let’s re-adjust our definitions. Let’s redefine ourselves as the 
real world, and them as the world of illusion and shadow. You see? We’re reality – they’re a 
dream”. But none of the others will buy this truly radical theory, that art is real and life the 
reverse: that movies form a Platonic entity, with the corporeal world as its shadow. “You’d 
better calm down,” snarls Zoe Caldwell. “You’ve been up on the screen flickering too long.” 
 Allen is playful, so we attend to him. The unplayful Bergman portrays artists (read 
“himself”) either as self-loathing charlatans (The Face) or as strange, insecure people, full of 
hostility and scared that they don’t exist (The Rite). But their bourgeois audience (read 
“Swedish audience”) are no better, being philistine, voyeuristic, derisive, tense, odoriferous, 
hostile, and power-obsessed. The relationship between these two dreadful sets of people 
comes to its logical termination in The Rite, when the judge, who has insisted against all 
protocol upon seeing the allegedly indecent act alone in his chambers, dies of a heart-attack at 
its climax. At the climax of The Face, on the other hand, the troupe is called to give a 
performance at the royal palace in Stockholm. Previously the principal magician (von Sydow, 
in a make-up resembling the one he wears as Jesus in The Greatest Story Ever Told),7 almost 
convinces the leading rationalist (Björnstrand) that his art is divine, and that he has risen from 
the dead. 

                                                 
6: The Arnold Schwartzenegger movie The Last Action Hero borrows in turn from Cairo, as does Pleasantville. 
7: The Greatest Story Ever Told was made in 1965, seven years after The Face. I remember a German student at 
that time expressing great outrage that a European artist of von Sydow’s stature should prostitute himself by 
making such a thing. 
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Fanny and Alexander (Ingmar Bergman, 1982) 

 

Bergman here provides a summing-up of his 
work, with a bigger budget and many more 
characters. He takes us into areas where 
Woody Allen’s comic genius never strays, 
and yet, as in Allen (at last), it’s his comic 
characters who provide the foundation of the 
film’s humanity. Evil stalks the landscape, 
but humour and magic defeat it. 
     He wanted all his icons cast in it. He 
wanted von Sydow to play the Bishop, Ingrid  
Bergman   to   play   the   Grandmother,  and 

 

 

Ullmann to play Emilie, the leading actress. But von Sydow was too busy with his 
international career, Ingrid Bergman died, and Ullmann refused. It was fate. The film is in 
many ways a complete break with, as well as a summation of, everything he has done before, 
and to have new actors in the most important parts signals that. He has Harriet Andersson, 
Gunnar Björnstrand, Jarl Kulle, Allan Edwall, and Erland Josephson, and their faces give 
continuity – but for the three principals he has new people, so it really feels as if he’s starting 
out all over again. 
 Woody Allen isn’t interested in children in the way Bergman is (look, for example, at 
how, in The Magic Flute, he makes us see the work through a child’s eyes and ears). Radio 

Days is a nostalgic look at his own childhood, and there are smart kids all over his films: but 
you rarely see things from a child’s perspective – he sees them as potential grown-ups. The 
famous line from Annie Hall, “For God’s sake, Alvie! Even Freud speaks of a latency 
period!” says it all. He would never give you the strange shot near the start of Persona, where 
the boy, in wonder (he has nothing to do with the plot), strokes the screen on which the faces 
of the movie’s two heroines are being projected alternately. Nor would he give the physical 
intimacy that exists between mother and son in The Silence. 
 Fanny and Alexander is done largely from the children’s perspective. 
 The film is divided into five “Acts”, each preluded by a beautiful shot of running water – 
a stream, a river, a set of rapids. 
 The first two “Acts” are set in the theatre, and in a theatrical household, at Uppsala in 
1907. The place is full of colour, music, movement, eating, drinking, farting, and bonking. 
The first big set piece is a huge Christmas party, involving actors, adults, children, servants, 
Christians, Jews, friends, neighbours, and hangers-on. It comes as a shock. Bergman has 
never shown so many people being happy before – unless it’s during the overture to The 

Magic Flute, where everyone’s happy apart from him. The most important feast in his work 
hitherto has been that in The Virgin Spring, where the youngest participant vomits because he 
knows his two brothers have raped and murdered the child of the household. In Fanny and 

Alexander, the conviviality is genuine: classes mix; sins are forgiven; humanity and humour 
are paramount. Alexander, the child protagonist, amuses himself and his sister with a magic 
lantern, and is clearly a film-director in the making. 
 But Death stalks here as surely as he did in medieval times or in ’twenties Berlin, and by 
the end of the second “Act” Alexander’s father (Allan Edwall), who runs the company, is 
dead, having collapsed in the middle of a rehearsal for Hamlet, in which he was the Ghost (he 
didn’t seem to be playing him very well). 
 In the third “Act”, Emilie, Alexander’s mother, calls her company together and tells them 
she’s decided that she’s had enough Art, and that she’s got to try Life. She’s been running the 
theatre well, and although the audiences often get stones instead of bread (like the dreadful-
looking Twelfth Night that’s just come down, in which she seems to have been Olivia), they 
are loyal. But it’s too comfortable, too warm, too much of a retreat. She doesn’t know who 
she is; she’s been treating reality with contempt, finding it grey and uninteresting. She needs 
to go into what she thinks is the real world. She doesn’t realise that the theatrical world, that 
she’s been living in, is real. She’s had a happy marriage, and has endured the loss of her 
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husband with a series of piercing screams so horrible that they echo through the rest of the 
film. She has lived, but seems blind to the fact. Later she’s reported as having said that she’s 
tried on so many masks that she’s become bewildered, not being able to find which mask is 
her own. 
 In order to experience what her bourgeois conscience tells her is the “real” world, she 
marries the Bishop. It’s the biggest mistake she’ll ever make, for the Bishop’s world is unreal. 
The Bishop claims to believe in always telling the literal truth. He tolerates humour in others 
– as a weakness. He claims to believe in renunciation, so Alexander must leave his magic 
lantern behind after the wedding. The Bishop’s household is bare, colourless, and 
unaccommodating. Emilie is fascinated by the uni-faceted nature of his god: her god has 
always had many faces – surely this man’s Christianity will be a revelation to her? With him, 
she’ll learn the nature of purity and duty. In fact the Bishop is an unnatural sadist, a smooth, 
handsome, will-fixated monster. Alexander regards him the way Hamlet regards the King, 
with a visceral hatred which will stop at nothing. By way of underlining the parallel, his real, 
dead dad turns up now and again in medium shot, looking a bit lost, as if being a genuine 
ghost is too much. 
 

    
 
                     reality           unreality 

 
 The Bishop is Bergman’s most extended examination of protestant, judgemental, 
uncharitable rationality. He seems also to be a version, not only of Bergman’s father,8 but, in 
his self-contempt, of Bergman himself. His ancestors are the failing priest in Winter Light, the 
medical man, played also by Gunnar Björnstrand, in The Magician, and the examining 
magistrate in The Rite: except that he’s more eloquent, more intelligent, and more charming 
and more plausible than any of them (like Bergman) – and thus more evil. What’s remarkable 
about the horrifying fourth “Act” of the film is the way everything Alexander does to goad 
and provoke him justifies the punishments he doles out – the ten strokes with the carpet-
beater, the imprisonment in the attic. The Bishop’s version of evil creates an alternative evil 
in Alexander, in which the boy’s creative bent is perverted, like that of Hamlet, into a 
capacity for lies and fantasies which would, if Alexander were an adult and had more power, 
kill the Bishop. The ghosts which haunt Alexander in the attic show, however, that Alexander 
has a conscience about what he’s doing, about the path down which the Bishop is forcing 
him. The Bishop’s conscience seems to tell him, contrariwise, that God is on his side. 
 In its fifth “Act”, Fanny and Alexander goes completely magical. Three repeated notes on 
a harp punctuate the action, making it seem as if angels are observing it all. Bergman’s 
theatre-people thwart, expel and destroy the Bishop by spells and sleeping potions. The 
children are spirited away by a friendly neighbourhood wizard (Erland Josephson), a benign 
Jew called Jacobi, who, in his puppet-storeroom, keeps a couple of weird nephews – one of 
whom may be a niece.9 Jacobi is the other half of Bergman, the creative one not embodied in 
the Bishop. Together the trio (perhaps in dreams: see below) induct Alexander into the 
mysteries of their trade. They reveal to him that God is a wooden puppet, easily manipulable 
and easily collapsible. They tell him that the public hates the inexplicable, but that they 

                                                 
8: It’s fascinating, watching Bille August’s The Best Intentions, which Bergman scripted, to see Bergman’s father 
slowly turning into the Bishop. 
9: Stina Ekblad, who plays this role, also plays an actress in Emilie’s theatre company. 
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themselves, experts in lights, mirrors, and mechanical tricks of all kinds, find little that can’t 
be explained. The nephew / niece may or may not introduce Alexander to sex. 
 The Bishop is himself burnt to death in a fire started accidentally by his bloated and 
paralyzed aunt, who looks more like an uncle. Jacobi’s nephew / niece has already seen this in 
a vision: she / he may even cause it. The Bishop has already told Emilie that his Christian 
faith is a mask branded into his flesh, which he can no longer take off without destroying 
himself:10 Bergman gives us a glimpse of his charred visage in death, half flesh, half 
blackened: then cuts away, as if embarrassed at the explicitness of the metaphor. 
 The film’s final shot is of the gaunt, huge-eyed, but still more or less innocent Alexander, 
whose problem for part of the film has been the way imagination has warped his behaviour, 
curling up on his grandmother’s lap, listening to her read from Strindberg’s Introduction to A 

Dream Play, which Emilie is proposing to put on – daringly, for a provincial theatre in 1908. 
She tells her mother that there are two parts for them in it. A Dream Play is a drama in which 
fantasy and reality melt into one another – it would have us think, indeed, that life is itself a 
horrible dream. The lead is an excellent part for a young(er) actress: but there are precious 
few parts, and those minute, for an old one. The shot fades out after a few phrases, as if the 
viewers don’t need reminding of the full passage, or as if Bergman doesn’t want to show the 
grandmother’s bewilderment over the question, which part could she do? But here’s the 
complete text: 
 

In this dream play the author has, as in his former dream play, TO DAMASCUS, attempted to 
imitate the inconsequent yet transparently logical shape of a dream. Everything can happen, 
everything is possible and probable. Time and place do not exist; on an insignificant basis of reality 
the imagination spins, weaving new patterns; a mixture of memories, experiences, free fancies, 
incongruities and improvisations. The characters split, double, multiply, evaporate, condense, 
disperse, assemble. But one conscious rules over them all, that of the dreamer; for him there are no 
secrets, no illogicalities, no scruples, no laws. He neither acquits nor condemns, but merely relates; 
and, just as a dream is more often painful than happy, so an undertone of melancholy and of pity for 
all mortal beings accompanies this flickering tale. Sleep, the liberator, often seems a tormentor, but 
when the agony is harshest comes the awakening and reconciles the sufferer with reality – which, 
however painful, is yet a mercy, compared with the agony of the dream. 

 
 It’s something towards which Bergman has been aspiring throughout the film, and 
throughout his career. The father’s ghost is a successful example of it in the early acts, and 
partly because of the power of its Shakespearean (not Strindbergian), subtext, it works. Has 
Emilie’s experimental marriage to the Bishop been a dream, a free fancy, an incongruity, an 
improvisation? By the end, she has woken up, and is back running the theatre again. 
 
—————————— 
 
Jacobi, the magician, tells the two children a long parable about people who, dying of thirst, 
were surrounded by water which they could neither see nor hear, so blinded were they by the 
sun. Numerous sequences from previous films suddenly make sense – the Virgin Spring itself, 
the rapids at which the pastor sees the suicide’s body loaded on to the ambulance in Winter 

Light, the sound of the distant waves which accompanies a long, high shot of the protagonist 
in A Passion, as he stumbles about drunk, shouting his own name hopelessly at the top of his 
voice, deaf to the answer which the sea is giving him all the time. The opening shot of The 

Magic Flute is of water. Through a Glass Darkly opens with three overlapping shots of water, 
and then cuts to a long shot of the four characters laughing and shouting as they come out of 
the sea – it’s the one moment in the whole film when they’re all happy. When brother and 

                                                 
10: Compare Darth Vader, though I don’t think it’s a deliberate echo on the part of George Lucas: Darth Vader’s 
mother (Pernilla August) appears in Fanny and Alexander as the pregnant maidservant Maj. Specialising in 
famous mothers, she’s also Bergman’s own mum in The Best Intentions, and even, in another movie that no-one 
ever talks about, the Blessed Virgin herself. 
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sister commit incest in the same film, the waves make small lapping noises about the hulk 
they’re lying in, as if the sea is trying to be its normal self but can’t. 
 Allen isn’t that interested in water. You can go for miles in Manhattan without ever being 
aware of the surrounding water. Neither the Hudson nor the East River threatens or caresses it 
in the way that the Baltic threatens and caresses Fårö, Bergman’s favourite island. Interiors 
has many seashore sequences, set further up the coast; but there are two water-shots in 
Everyone Says I Love You which sum up Allen’s attitude elsewhere best. In one, Allen 
himself woos Julia Roberts with a mendacious self-portrait, which he, prepared in advance, 
knows will chime in perfectly with her fantasies. In the other, he dances with Goldie Hawn, 
not his lover but his ex-wife, who soars up into the air at his touch, and performs impossible 
wire-assisted aerial pirouettes, as though this were Crouching Tiger … the Musical. The scene 
with Roberts is set by the Grand Canal in Venice; the one with Hawn, by the embankment of 
the Seine in Paris: two urban waterways, thoroughly tamed, and polluted, by man’s touch. In 
Allen, water must be at the mercy of man, not vice-versa. 
 In Celebrity, Janssen takes her revenge on Branagh by scattering his latest script into New 
York Bay. But you can’t blame New York Bay for that – the decision’s hers alone. 
 
—————————— 
 
Every single one of Woody Allen’s best films post-dates Fanny and Alexander. The first in 
which it’s suggested that life may be a dream is, appropriately, A Midsummer Night’s Sex 

Comedy, which was released in 1982, the same year as Fanny. From then on he mixes realism 
and magic, waking and dream, at will, and with complete confidence and control. 
 
—————————— 
 
After the Rehearsal (1984), features a director – yet another Bergman alter ego, played by 
Josephson, but named Vogler, like von Sydow in The Magician and Ullmann in Persona – 
who is actually rehearsing Strindberg’s A Dream Play. As he starts the movie asleep, we may 
guess, in fact, that he dreams it all, like Bottom. He says this is his fifth production of A 

Dream Play, and that he anticipates still more. But he seems to have a low opinion of his 
productions. He sneers at the cheap effects he’s indulged in.11 He calls his way of ranting 
about his approach (in voice-over, so he must be sincere), either “a ridiculous play, a parody 
of a conviction, which is falling to pieces by itself”, or “this parody of a conviction, which has 
gone sour and crumbled”, depending on whose subtitles you read. 
 But in After the Rehearsal itself, as in the Strindberg, “time and place do not exist”. We 
seem at first to be in a rehearsal room: however, now and again Bergman gives us a long shot, 
taken as it were from the front of the circle, leading us to suspect that what we’re watching 
may be a filmed theatrical performance, not a film at all. It’s the same as in The Magic Flute, 
where we can’t tell whether we’re watching a performance, or are up there on the stage in the 
midst of a dream reality. At the back of the area, leaning inert against the wall, we glimpse the 
“God” puppet from Fanny and Alexander. One character (Ingrid Thulin) seems to be the 
mother of another character (Lena Olin): when Thulin enters, Olin’s character shrinks, and 
becomes twelve years old: though Thulin seems unaware of her presence. The involved in-
joke is that Thulin once played, on television, the part (Indra’s Daughter in A Dream Play), 
being rehearsed here by Olin, and that Olin, herself the daughter of one of Bergman’s early 
leading men, Stig Olin, played the same part in a later Bergman production. It’s not clear 
whether Bergman is entertaining us with these correspondences, or laughing up his sleeve at 
us, playing a private game of which we’ve not been told the rules. In another, isolated shot, 
Bertil Guve, who plays Alexander in the previous film, appears as the young “Bergman”, 

                                                 
11: I saw Bergman’s production of Hamlet with Peter Stormare, and the cynical opportunism of what went on was 
breathtaking. Polonius’ downstage hand twitched all the way through the Closet Scene. The Ghost entered in the 
last scene and pinioned the King’s arms behind him as Hamlet stabbed him … and so son. 
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staring from between two spotlights. In the last shots, all the scenery has been changed, 
though we haven’t seen anyone change it. 
 After the Rehearsal is long and depressing, with little visual invention. It’s hard to 
believe, but Bergman claims he had intended it to be comic – which just proves my point 
about him not understanding what comedy is. He obviously laughs at things we don’t laugh 
at. I felt glad, having watched it, that I’d never been directed by him. His relationships with 
his actors are, if this script mirrors them, sick and unprofessional; unless you believe, as 
Thulin’s character does, that “theatre is shit, filth, and lechery”. 
 
—————————— 
 
 “You know, you’re always trying to get things to come out perfect in art, because it’s real 
difficult in life”, says Allen, straight to camera, towards the end of Annie Hall. But he’s 
talking about his first play, into which all he’s done is put some real-life dialogue, and tacked-
on a happy ending. Annie Hall itself has progressed beyond fantasising. As he develops, Allen 
discovers that the more perfect the art, the more accurately it reflects the imperfection of life. 
The difficulty is finding the vehicle and the style in which to do that. Allen found it. His films 
are among the most enjoyable ever made. And he found their style and subjects by looking 
with care at the films of Ingmar Bergman, and then, not imitating, but doing something 
different, first via parody and then via travesty. I wonder if, when they first met,12 Allen 
fainted with awe, as Sean Penn did before Django Reinhardt? If he did, he needn’t have. He 
and Bergman are equals. And his jokes are much better than Bergman’s. Bergman should 
have allowed himself to have been influenced in turn by Allen. It would have some of his 
more horrible films watchable. 

                                                 
12: See Stig Björkman, Woody Allen on Woody Allen (Faber 1993), p. 80, for Allen’s account of his meetings with 
Bergman. They discussed producers, and distribution. 


